
2023 Teams Information Pack

Overview
Each year the 420 Class (via Selection Committee) Selects teams to attend:
1. 420 World, Women's World and U17 World Championships - Urla, Turkey 21-29 July 2023
2. Junior European Championships - Gdynia, Poland 3-10 July 2023

The Teams normally travel and stay as a team with a number of house parents supporting the team
(see below).

Selection Series
The Teams will be selected in Spring 2023 (refer to 2023 Selection Policies on class website).  The
Selection events are:

1. 1st Selection Event (WPNSA) - 4th/5th February 2023
2. 2nd Selection Event (Rutland SC) - 10th/11th March 2023
3. 3rd Selection Event (RYA Youth Nationals, WPNSA) - 9th -14th April 2023

Team Size
Unlike other youth class boats, only the top sailors from each country can attend the World
Championships and the Junior European Championships following a selection series.

Each country is given an allocation of the number of boats, with a guaranteed number of places. For
crews to qualify for the U17 places, both helm and crew must be 16 or under at the end of the year
in which the championships take place. Note: the age of the boat will be based on the age of the
oldest sailor in the boat.

The split of boats for 2023 is as detailed below (please refer to the individual Selection Policy each
year for the confirmed allocation):

World Championships:  28 Boats
■ Open (male/mixed/female) = 20 boats
■ U17 (male/mixed/female) = 8
■ U15 (optional) = 2

Junior Europeans: 17 Boats

● Open (male/mixed/female) = 12 boats
● U17 (male/mixed/female) = 5
● U15 (optional) = 2



Logistics
The logistics of getting boats and sailors to the events is always challenging.  For 2023 this will be
especially challenging given the geographical locations of the events and the time frames between
each event.   The Class has the following assets which will be available for the Teams to use:

● Class Van
● 6 boat stacker trailer x 2
● 4 boat stacker trailer

We know that a number of parents have triple stacker trailers that may be able to be used
depending on the number of boats that need to be transported.  The Class will take the lead on
helping the team with the logistics but parents will be expected to assist with transporting boats.

NOTE: costs will be divided equally amongst all the boats so that it doesn’t matter which
trailer/option a boat is on, all sailors will pay the same amount to get their boat to the event.

FURTHER NOTE: charter boats will be available at the venue - these would need to be booked and
paid for directly by parents.  Based on previous events charter costs are likely to be circa £150 per
day.

The 2022 European
Championships are being held in
Gdynia, Poland

1,050 mile drive
17 hours (2 days)

The 2022 World Championships
are being held in Urla, Turkey

2,258 mile drive
37 hours (4 days)

We know there is an option for the
boats to go on a ferry from Italy to
Turkey but they still need taking to
Italy and there is a time delay that
would need to be built in.  We might
consider this but plans are currently
based on driving for ease (at this
time).



We expect that some teams will
be looking to do both European
and Worlds.   We therefore
anticipate that some boats will
need to be taken directly from
Europeans in Poland to Turkey

3,081 mile drive
31 hours (4 days)



420 Junior European Championships
3rd - 10th July 2023

Hosted by Marina Gdynia, Poland

Team Information

Team Dates: The event runs from 3rd - 10th July 2022

It is anticipated that the team will arrive at venue on 30th June 2023 start training on
1st July (coaches will be there for training)

Venue: The venue is Marina Gdynia which is a coastal venue in northern Poland.

Team Size: 10 boats

Team Coaches: 2 coaches - tbc

RIBs: 2 RIBs will be available to support the team

Entry: The Class will enter the sailors for the event.
The entry fee will be included in the team payment to the Class.

Team Structure: The Class would like to run this team, in line with previous years, as a “fully
supported team”.  This means that all the sailors will stay in the Team
Accommodation) which is located within walking distance of the venue and allows
sailors to travel independently.

However, we understand that this can make the costs appear prohibitive for some
people*.  Therefore, two options will be available:

Option 1 - Full Team Option 2 - Partial

➢ Coach Support
➢ Entry Fee
➢ Boat Transportation
➢ Team Kit
➢ Flights
➢ Accommodation
➢ House parents

➢ Coach Support
➢ Entry Fee
➢ Boat Transportation
➢ Team Kit



Team
Accommodation

Option 1 - Full Team
A hotel booking that has been made by the Class is via Booking.com.  There was no
deposit to pay at the moment (but likely to have to pay something in January) and
rooms can be canceled up to the event.  This ensures accommodation is secured at
the venue at what will be a popular holiday time.

The hotel booked is:  Błękitny Żagiel
(Błękitny Żagiel - hotel z widokiem na morze w Gdyni, wesele nad morzem (blekitnyzagiel.pl)
Board Basis: Bed & Breakfast
# to room: 2 (maybe 3 depending on team/requirements)
Approximately 6 minutes walk to the marina (see map below - blue dot)

Option 2 - Partial Team
If sailors chose to take Option 2 they should factor into their accommodation the
time to travel to and from the hotel for team briefings etc as the coaches will be
staying at the hotel.

Flights: It is best the sailors fly together so we can organise transportation to the venue from
the hotel (via coach/mini bus).    Parents will need to book/pay separately for flights;
discussions will be had with the team to confirm which flight is the best option once
the team has been selected.

Team Kit: Team Polo Shirt and Rash vests included

GBR Sail Flag: All GBR boats are required to have a GBR Flag on their sail for the event.
These will be included in the cost.

Cost Summary
(per sailor):

See appendix

All costs are estimated based on historic known costs and will be subject to change
but we have worked hard to get these as close to what we believe they will be as
possible:

Option 1
Coach Event Support = £610.50
Entry Fee = £150
Accomodation/flights/ food allowance = £1,140
Team Kit = £82
Sail flag = £25
Boat Transport (Euro only) = £503

https://blekitnyzagiel.pl/hotel/


Total: £2,185.50 per sailor

NOTE: this includes sailors covering all the coach costs, rib hire + flights and
accommodation for house parents

The cost may be reduced if the RYA are able to provide some funding for coaches

_________________________________

420 World, Women's World and U17 World Championships
21 to 29 July 2023

Team Information

Team Dates: The event runs from 21 to 29 July 2023
The team will arrive at venue on 18/19 July and begin training (coaches will be there
for the  training)

Venue: The venue is: Goztepe Yelken, Kulubu, Turkey

We understand from a parent who has attended a 470 event at the venue that the
majority of the accommodation is a car drive away from the venue.

Team Size: 20 boats

Team Coaches: 3 coaches - tbc

RIBs: 3 RIBs will be available to support the team

Entry: The Class will enter the sailors for the event.
The entry fee will be included in the team payment to the Class.



Team Structure: The Class would like to run this team, in line with previous years, as a “fully
supported team”.  This means that all the sailors will stay in the Team
Accommodation) which is located as close to the venue as we can and allows
sailors to travel together.

However, we understand that this can make the costs appear prohibitive for some
people*.  Therefore, two options will be available:

Option 1 - Full Team Option 2 - Partial

➢ Coach Support
➢ Entry Fee
➢ Boat Transportation
➢ Team Kit
➢ Flights
➢ Accommodation
➢ House parents

➢ Coach Support
➢ Entry Fee
➢ Boat Transportation
➢ Team Kit

Sailors will share twin rooms; half board accommodation.

The Team will need 3  x House Parents to support the sailors on the shore at the
event (coaches support the sailors on the water).

Team
Accommodation:

There is no accommodation near to the venue; likely that sailors will need to
be driven to the venue.  We will look to hire a mini bus (that will need driving by
the house parents) to help get sailors to and from accommodation (if sailors
stay in team accommodation - option 1).

Option 1 - Full Team
A hotel booking that has been made by the Class is via Booking.com.  There was
no deposit to pay at the moment and rooms can be canceled up to the event.

The accommodation booked are a number of apartments.  We are currently
awaiting further information about these to enable us to share with you.

Option 2 - Partial Team
If sailors chose to take Option 2 they should factor into their accommodation the
time to travel to and from the hotel for team briefings etc as the coaches will be
staying at the hotel

Flights: Flights to the nearest airport are expensive (over £500 per person) so we are looking
at other flight options.  More details to follow but likely will need a connection to
bring costs down.  We will also look at what day the team would fly to assist with
costs as it appears that prices increase during that week.

Team Kit: Polo Shirt and Rash vests included

GBR Sail Flag: All GBR boats are required to have a GBR Flag on their sail for the event.
These will be included in the cost.

Cost Summary
(per sailor):
See Appendix

All costs are estimated based on historic known costs and will be subject to change
but we have worked hard to get these as close to what we believe they will be as
possible:



Option 1
Coach Event Support = £486.28
Entry Fee = £150
Accomodation/flights = £640
Team Kit = £82
GBR flag = £25
Boat Transport = £611.22

Total: £1,987.66 per sailor

NOTE: this includes sailors covering all the coach costs, rib hire + flights and
accommodation for house parents

The cost may be reduced if the RYA are able to provide some funding for coaches.



Appendix - Costs

All costs are:
● estimated and provided to give you an idea as to how much attending the events would be.  This is to

enable you to discuss as a family and consider whether, if offered a place, you would wish to attend.
● based on NO RYA funding.  It is likely that the RYA will support one of the events with coach support

but we currently do not know which team.  Discussions are underway with the RYA.
● there are some costs that the class will need to incur before the team has been selected or before the

team travels; sailors, upon selection will be required to pay a non refundable deposit to secure their
place

Overall Estimated Costs
Overall estimated costs (per sailor).

Team
Option 1 Full

Team

Option 2
Excluding

Accommodation &
Flights Transportation

Total
Full Team

Total
(exc. Accommodation

& Flights)

Europeans only (10 boats): £2,150.50 £860.50 £502.50 £2,653.00 £1,363

Worlds only (18 boats): £1,392.97 £738.28 £611.22 £2,004.19 £1,349.50

Europeans & Worlds: £3,565.47 £1,609.47 £712.99 £4,278.46 £2,322.46

Estimated Costs - Transportation Only

Estimated transportation costs (per sailor)

Europeans only: £502.50

Europeans & Worlds: £712.99

Worlds only: £611.22



Appendix - Key Dates


